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Care Smart pairing
How to activate your device:

Start Pairing

1. Customer buys Care Smart from a
Verizon store or VZW.com
2. Customer Creates account and enters
in MDN and email
3. User enters in Code to validate email
address and MDN
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Note: this will restart your watch. 2

Location Tracking/Sharing Features and Notifications
1.

User will need to opt in for location sharing during pairing ﬂow to proceed with activating the watch

2.

User will get notiﬁcation reminders that their location is being shared 24 hours after set up. Then reappear every 30 days

3.

Users are able to share their location to check in when they arrive at their destination

4.

Caregiver will be allowed to set geofence and get real time updates of the seniors location

1. User to opt into location sharing during pairing
process

2. Seniors will be notified that their
location is being shared

3. The Senior wearing the watch can “pull
down” the screen and hit the Location
Sharing button to “check in”.
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4. Caregivers get peace of mind and
know where the seniors are
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Onboarding

Calling and
texting not
available until
trusted
contacts
added

Download Care Smart app, create Care Smart account, verify email address

In app, select add a device. Charge watch, turn
on, from QR code screen pair watch and app

Onboarding

In the Care Smart app, manage who can call and receive calls from the Care Smart
watch. Only Administrators and Trusted contacts can send and receive texts; all
contacts can call and receive calls.

In the watch, view Contacts by swiping left. Select a contact
and choose the icon for calling or texting. Trusted contact
permissions can only be edited in the app.

Calling

Text / Messaging

Location / Share
The Senior wearing the watch can
“pull down” the screen and hit the
Location Sharing button to “check in”.

Emergency Contact “<” button
Swipe to LEFT to get to the list of contacts
The “emergency contact” will have a phone icon, in
orange, next to their image. User will need to click on
phone icon to initiate the call

Caregivers Initiate
messaging from app.
The Senior wearing the
watch can swipe left, tap
on the contact, then the
messaging bubble

This is the calling screen
that will show up for
Admins, TC and Contacts

This is the calling screen
that will show up for
Contacts
The Caregiver is able to go into the app and set up Location based or
Time based Location alerts.
Location based = Geo Fencing. Time Based = where the device is

Location tracking

Caregiver experience

Incoming call

Incoming text

Low battery

Location check in

Caregiver experience

Text history

Location history

Activity levels

Reminders

Calling

Text / Messaging

Location / Share
The Senior wearing the watch can
“pull down” the screen and hit the
Location Sharing button to “check in”.

Emergency Contact “<” button
Swipe to LEFT to get to the list of contacts
The “emergency contact” will have a phone icon, in
orange, next to their image. User will need to click on
phone icon to initiate the call

This is the calling screen
that will show up for
Admins, TC and Contacts

This is the outbound call
screen that will show up
for Contacts

Caregivers Initiate
messaging from app.
The Senior wearing the
watch can swipe left, tap
on the contact, then the
messaging bubble

Other features/
settings

Clear display of
day, date and time

Timer
Stop watch
Reminders
Step counter

Volume control
Ringtones
Location sharing
Display theme

UI audio files
General notification -

Timer -

Low Battery -

Touchscreen -

Plug In Charger -

Unplug Charger -
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Ringtones
Acoustic 1 -

Electronic 1 -

Retro 1 -

Acoustic 2 -

Electronic 2 -

Retro 2 -

Acoustic 3 -

Electronic 3 -

Retro 3 -

Ambient 1 -

Melodic 1 -

Default 1 -

Ambient 2 -

Melodic 2 -
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